
hen you need to make a
lasting impression with
a direct mail campaign,

creative die cutting gives you a
wide range of design options.
Combined with folding, gluing
and other finishing processes, the
possibilities are almost limitless.
To whet your creative appetite,
here are just a few direct mail
designs to capitalize on:
Do you want recipients to inter-
act with your mail piece? Design
elements such as pull-out panels

(above) allow you to get creative
with how your message is pre-
sented. Flaps inside the panels

lock each panel together
to prevent them

from pulling
out.
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Cross folders reveal your message
in stages as each panel is opened.
Variable panel sizes give you plen-
ty of design creativity; die cuts
also enhance your options. A
perfed panel can be designed as a
BRC or information card. Sealing
options can include removable glue
- which can be applied inline dur-
ing folding - wafer seals and more.

A unique sealing design, such as
a die cut “zipper” perf
(right), requires a little
more interaction from the
recipient and builds
intrigue as the piece is
opened. On
the inside, a
pop-up can
be formed
by folding
and gluing
a die cut

panel,
placing your message front and

center. A die cut address win-
dow can be placed on the out-
side panel; the “flyer” can

dou-
ble as a
BRC that’s
tucked into a pocket
below the pop-up. A right-angle perf
can also be used to create an attached
BRC. 

The Diecrafters Difference
At Diecrafters, our inline finishing
capabilities allow us to convert many
of these designs efficiently. With a
library of more than 500 die files, you

have a great deal of creative
freedom when you’re look-
ing to design an eye-catching

direct mail program.
Communicate with us the

goals of your project, and
let us help you design a

mail piece that takes
advantage of creative

finishing techniques.

DIECRAFTERS SERVICES

Die Cutting Foil Stamping Embossing 

Hand and Automatic Gluing Fugitive gluing 

Auto Folding Hand Folding Specialty

Folding Stitching Trimming Collating 

Inserting Perforating Micro-perfing 

Mounting Shrink Wrapping Drilling 

Wafer Sealing Easel Affixing Two-

sided Tape Application Assembly

Work Kit Packaging 

Fulfillment and

Warehousing

CONTACT DIECRAFTERS

Phone: 708-656.3336

Fax: 708-656-3386

E-mail: sales@diecrafters.com

Website: www.diecrafters.com

Address: 1349 South 55th Court, 

Cicero, IL, 60804-1211
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DIECRAFTERS
PRODUCTS

Pocket Folders

Capacity & expandable

Folders Pop-ups Table Tents

POP Displays Case Cards

Shelf Talkers Direct Mailers CD

Jackets and Sleeves Software and

Video Boxes Folding Cartons Straight

and Reverse Tuck Cartons Greeting Cards

Announcements ... and more!

P R O F I T S !

Interactive pull-out mailer

Cross-folded mailer

Self-mailer with zipper
perf and pop-up panel


